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An attack on a big EU port (cyber,
physical or a combination) could
damage the CI and seriously
impact its vicinity.

Most recently Rotterdam,
Antwerp and others have been
subject to combined attacks on
their IT and physical infrastructure
for criminal gain and in future this
may grow to include acts of
terrorism. The damage to a big
port in an EU country could cause
a dramatic loss of life and mass
casualties, as well as major social
disturbance.

SAURON_ background

http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-24539417
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European Union ports are currently facing cyberphysical threats which
can potentially cause hundreds of thousands of casualties and have an
impact of tens of billion euros in the EU economy.

SAURON, led by a critical infrastructure operator, will achieve its
objectives through 4 specific, exploitable results which will be validated
in real conditions with the direct involvement of 4 EU ports.

SAURON_ scope & partnership

MORPHO
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The vision of SAURON is to provide a multidimensional yet installation-specific Situational Awareness
platform to help port operators anticipate and withstand potential cyber, physical or combined threats to
their freight and cargo business and to the safety of their employees, visitors, passengers and citizens in the
vicinity

SAURON_ vision



There is currently no integrated system to protect major ports’ infrastructure, personnel, goods and 
surroundings against physical, cyber and combined threats. 

COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 2008/114/EC on the identification and
designation of European critical infrastructures (CIs)
considers EU ports as one of the main CIs in the EU5 and its
protection is a key issue for the EC.

SAURON_ added value



The SAURON project proposes an holistic situation awareness concept 

SAURON_ concept



PHYSICAL SA

SAURON_ physical security

The PSA will be based on the civil version of the Spanish
Army Friendly Force Tracking (FFT) system developed by
UPVLC. This system is a complete SA solution capable of
integrating a wide range of sensors and offering advanced SA
and Command and Control Capabilities



PHYSICAL SA

SAURON_ physical security



CYBER SA The individual detectors include traditional, well established
threat detection measures, such as Intrusion Detection
Systems (IDS), but also more innovative modules, such as
Anomaly Detection (AD), aimed at detecting more complex
and targeted attacks, such as Advanced Persistent Threats
(APTs).

SAURON_ cyber security



HYBRID SA

The Hybrid SA application goes one step beyond to the integration of the PSA and CSA applications.
This innovative solution takes into account the real detected alarms of both applications and identifies
and evaluates inter-correlations among different potential threats

SAURON_ innovative solution



HYBRID SA

SAURON_ innovative solution



SAURON_ emergency 
population warning system



SAURON_activities 



• Dangerous substances are regularly transported by sea including explosives, chemicals, nuclear materials,
and also agricultural fertilizers

• Vessels that could potentially be used to cause significant damage to ports and surrounding areas
include: oil, gas, LPG and LNG tankers, chemical tankers, nuclear waste transport vessels

• There has been growing concern about terrorists transporting weapons of mass destruction by sea –
threat of chemical, biological or radioactive dirty bombs

• Greatest risk may be container ships carrying radiological or nuclear materials, illegal substances/goods
and weapons material.

SAURON_ scenario definition



Case of Port of Valencia ( Spain)

“A terrorist group plans a cyber-attack against the IT systems of the port” 

They want to access the TOS (Terminal Operating System) where are stored all container movements and
their position and the PCS (Port Community System) where there are all the communications between the
port and their stakeholders, in order to change/hide the ID of a specific container to ensure that is hidden
within the port and not subject to inspection. This container contains a small nuclear/dirty bomb (or
radiological substance hidden), which would be detonated/spread by some members of the group that
could access the cargo area, potentially remotely for activating the bomb and which would affect the
whole port facilities and a large part of the city

SAURON_ pilot / scenario



Case of Port of Piraeus ( Greece)

“Terrorists attack a large Cruise Ship with passengers aboard, 

berthed at Port”

A cyber-attack is planned for creating a limited disruption inside the port facilities (false perimeter
intrusions, false fire alarms, surveillance system shut down, trucks traffic jam, etc.) with the purpose that
the majority of the security personnel will be occupied in addressing these false problems. As a
consequence normal activity and transport inside the port will be disrupted. In this situation a small heavy
armed terrorist command would attack a large cruise ship docked in the port containing a large number of
tourists. As a result of this hundreds of people could be killed before the authorities could arrive. As soon as
SAURON platform was ready it will be installed in the pilots premises and tested along with the real port
systems and port security personnel in order to adapt it to the different environments of the two pilots.
Once the tests are finished the above described scenarios will be recreated through physical and cyber
threats simulations during the two foreseen project demo days and SAURON platform will be used for
facing them trying to detect and avoid the attacks or minimizing its consequences if finally they happen.

The Port of 
Piraeus is a 

major 
destination for 
cruise ships in 

the 
Mediterranean.

..

SAURON_ pilot / scenario



SAURON_ web site



SAURON_ brochure



Thanks for your attention!!
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